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For the practitioner representing injury victims in actions against nursing homes, the typical first hurdle is defeating a “motion to stay proceedings and compel arbitration” due to an arbitration agreement signed when the patient was admitted to the nursing home.

Pre-injury arbitration agreements are ubiquitous in the nursing home context. Sometimes they are part of the Admissions Agreement itself; sometimes they are a free-standing document submitted for signature in a thick pile of admissions papers. Although the language varies, they typically require the parties to submit to binding arbitration any controversy, dispute, disagreement, or claim of any kind arising out of, or related to, the Admissions Agreement – though often with the droll exception of “claims arising out of nonpayment of charges” for which the nursing home reserves to itself the right to litigate in a court of law.

Although pre-injury arbitration agreements in the nursing home context are classic adhesion contracts, drafted by the nursing home for its benefit and entered into by the patient or her representative with little appreciation of its potential consequences, challenging them as unconscionable is an uphill battle. Between the preemptive power of the Federal Arbitration Act which embodies an “emphatic federal policy in favor of arbitration” and Ohio statutory and judge-made law expressing “a strong presumption favoring arbitration”, the plaintiff challenging an arbitration agreement on unconscionability grounds has a significant burden to shoulder. She must prove the agreement is both procedurally and substantively unconscionable. As the Ohio Supreme Court’s decision in Hayes v. Oakridge Home illustrates, this burden is not easily met.

There is, however, a more promising avenue for challenging many nursing home arbitration agreements. Before being entitled to a presumption favoring arbitration, the party seeking to compel arbitration has the burden of proving the existence of a valid written arbitration agreement.

When, as is often the case, a pre-injury arbitration agreement is not signed by the patient but by a family member, its validity turns on whether the family member had authority to enter into the agreement on the patient’s behalf.

Nursing homes typically rely on one of two potential sources of authority: a Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care or apparent authority. Both are problematic for the nursing home and provide a fertile area for the plaintiff to challenge the enforceability of the agreement.

I. Durable Powers of Attorney for Health Care Do Not Authorize The Agent To Enter Into Arbitration Agreements On The Patient’s Behalf.

Under Ohio law, the Durable Power of Attorney for Health Care is a creature of statute, governed by Chapter 1337 of the Ohio Revised Code. Specifically, R.C. 1337.12(A)(1) provides:

An adult who is of sound mind voluntarily may create a valid power of attorney for
health care by executing a durable power of attorney, in accordance with division (B) of section 1337.09 of the Revised Code, that authorizes an attorney in fact... to make health care decisions for the principal at any time that the attending physician of the principal determines that the principal has lost the capacity to make informed health care decisions for [him or herself].... (emphasis added).

What constitutes a “health care decision” within the contemplation of the statute is defined in R.C. 1337.11(G) and (H) as follows:

(G) ‘Health care’ means any care, treatment, service, or procedure to maintain, diagnose, or treat an individual’s physical or mental condition or physical or mental health.

(H) ‘Health care decision’ means informed consent, refusal to give informed consent, or withdrawal of informed consent to health care.

The statutory scheme also provides that a durable power of attorney for health care may be created “[b]y use of... a printed form,” but the authorization that may be contained within that printed form may only pertain to health care decisions.”

Many, if not most, individuals with durable powers of attorney for health care use printed forms; thus, in most cases in which these forms are relied upon as the basis of the agent’s authority, the question becomes whether the decision to enter into a pre-injury arbitration agreement constitutes a “health care decision.”

Clearly, it does not. The durable power of attorney for health care is a limited power of attorney, and, as such, it must be strictly construed. A decision to enter into a pre-injury arbitration agreement does not satisfy the statutory definition of a health care decision, as it does not involve informed consent to health care, refusal to give informed consent to health care, or withdrawal of informed consent to health care. Instead, it pertains to the forum in which any future legal disputes will be resolved, and results in the patient waiving her right to jury trial if, at some future date, the nursing home causes injury to the patient.

Moreover, the decision to sign the arbitration agreement cannot be deemed a “health care decision” as, under Ohio law, it cannot be a requirement for being admitted to the nursing home. Section 2711.23(A) of the Ohio Revised Code prohibits medical care providers, including nursing homes, from requiring the signing of a pre-injury arbitration agreement as a condition to admission. If agreeing to arbitrate future claims is not a condition of access to health care, there is no logical nexus between the arbitration agreement and receiving health care from the nursing home.

Although it seems obvious that a durable power of attorney for health care does not authorize the patient’s agent to sign a pre-injury arbitration agreement on behalf of her principal, this argument only recently has been addressed – and adopted – by an Ohio appellate court. In Primmer v. Healthcare Indus. Corp., the Fourth Appellate District held the trial court correctly denied the nursing home to condition admission upon the signing of an arbitration agreement because the receipt of health care depends on whether the patient agrees to arbitrate his or her claims.

Since Ohio does not permit a nursing home to condition admission upon the signing of an arbitration agreement, the signing of an arbitration agreement can never be deemed a health care decision in this state. Thus, if an arbitration agreement signed by a family member is to be valid in this state, the family member’s authority to sign must derive from a source other than the durable power of attorney for health care.

II. Health Care Powers Of Attorney Do Not Become Effective Until The Principal Has Been Determined, By His Or Her Physician, To Lack The Capacity To Make Informed Health Care Decisions For Him Or Herself.
Prior to Primmer, some Ohio courts addressed a different rationale for finding a health care power of attorney to be an insufficient source of authority for the agent to sign a nursing home arbitration agreement on the principal's behalf. Noting that an agent's authority under a health care power of attorney is triggered “only if... the attending physician of the principal determines that the principal has lost the capacity to make informed health care decisions for the principal”18, these courts found the agent lacked authority to sign the arbitration agreement unless there was evidence that the principal's physician had made the requisite determination of the principal's incapacity.19

Although these decisions continue to be worth citing in opposing a motion to compel arbitration, their legitimacy is called into question by the Primmer rationale. If the health care power of attorney is incapable of conferring upon the agent the right to enter into pre-injury arbitration agreements, then whether that power of attorney has been activated by a physician’s determination of the principal’s incapacity is beside the point. Still, unless and until the Supreme Court adopts the Primmer rationale, it is advisable to continue making this alternative argument, assuming it is available under the facts of your case.

III. The Apparent Authority Arguments Are Typically Flawed On Their Facts.

The other source of authority upon which nursing homes rely to support their contention that the family member was authorized to sign the arbitration agreement on the patient’s behalf is “apparent authority.” This argument is heavily dependent on the facts, but, given the circumstances in which most people are admitted to nursing homes, it is often readily defeated.

To prove the existence of apparent authority, the nursing home must demonstrate:

1. “[T]hat the principal held the agent out to the public as possessing sufficient authority to embrace the particular act in question, or knowingly permitted [the putative agent] to act as having such authority[,]” and

2. “[T]hat the person dealing with the agent knew of those facts and acting in good faith had reason to believe and did believe the agent possessed the necessary authority.”20

The principal herself, and not her putative agent, “must somehow represent to a third party, either intentionally or negligently, that the agent had authority to act on the principal’s behalf.”21 That is, “[t]he principal must hold out the agent as possessing sufficient authority to embrace the particular act in question, or knowingly permit him to act as having such authority.”22 The nursing home, as the party asserting the existence of an apparent agency, has the burden of proving such a relationship exists.23

In Primmer, the court rejected the nursing home’s argument that, if the health care power of attorney did not provide the daughter with authority to sign the arbitration agreement, she nonetheless had apparent authority to do so. The court noted the only evidence the nursing home had of a “holding out” by the plaintiff was the fact that he made his daughter his agent under a health care power of attorney. That evidence, however, was irrelevant as the power of attorney did not give the daughter the authority to enter into an arbitration agreement on his behalf.24 Moreover, there was no evidence the father was even present when the daughter signed the agreement, or that the nursing home had a reasonable belief the daughter was authorized to sign on his behalf.25 And the daughter’s signing of other admissions papers did not endow her with apparent agency, as “a claim of apparent authority cannot be based on [the putative agent’s] acts.”26

Although, in other cases, the principal’s presence — and failure to protest — when the nursing home arbitration agreement was signed has been held to constitute a “holding out” giving rise to apparent agency, such decisions should be narrowly limited to their facts.27 In most situations, the health — if not the mental status — of the person entering the nursing home is significantly compromised28, assuming he or she is even present when the admissions papers are signed, which is often not the case. The family members themselves are typically distressed; and rarely are they, or the patient, anticipating having to file a lawsuit due to some future wrong the nursing home might commit. The very notion of having to decide — when admitting one's loved one to the nursing home — the forum in which to bring an unanticipated future lawsuit is absurd. And this is assuming that the patient and her family members are aware the arbitration agreement is contained within the papers they are signing, or that the nursing home admissions people explain (or themselves understand) those provisions — which themselves are fairly dubious assumptions.

If the nursing home wants to prove the family member signing the arbitration agreement was the patient’s “apparent agent”, it must have sufficient, credible evidence that the patient — in a lucid mental state — held that family member out as having authority to sign a legal document depriving the patient of her right to litigate in a court of law any future action she might have against the nursing home. As the Kentucky Supreme Court recently stated:

[W]ithout a clear and convincing manifestation of the principal’s intention to do so, we will not infer the delegation to an agent of the authority to waive a fundamental personal right so constitutionally revered as the ‘ancient mode of trial by jury.’29
That is a steep burden and one that, in the typical case, should be difficult, if not impossible, for the nursing home to meet.
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